Working with gifted
and talented children
In Early Years settings we increasingly meet children who are distinguished by different
abilities, from reading and writing to music and visual arts. However, work with such
children is not always correctly targeted and prepared, so there may be situations in which
gifted and talented children are neglected and do not develop their skills. Children are not
able to develop their own abilities, they need someone to lead them.
Features and needs of a gifted
and talented child
Evidence of high achievement can be identified through
observation focused on behaviour and personality characteristics:
■ In the academic sphere the child:
– easily remembers new things
– understands commands and tasks
– is inquisitive about the surrounding world
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has in-depth knowledge on specific topics
tasks are performed with pleasure
is able focus attention on tasks for an extended time
is distinguished by sharpness of observation and perceptiveness
has interesting ideas and a rich imagination
has developed language skills
is creative in play and storytelling
produces ideas and solutions to problems
completes work carefully.

■ In the social sphere the child:

– prefers to work alone
– faster than peers at making contact with others
– demonstrates leadership skills
– is self-contained.
■ In the physical sphere the child:
– is active during classes
– has good motor skills.
■ In the emotional sphere the child:
– expresses his thoughts and emotions in various forms
– can exhibit bad behaviour when bored or frustrated,
– is impatient when other children perform their assigned tasks
– is sensitive to own and others feelings
– demonstrates the emotional depth and intensity of
feelings and behaviours.
Children who have developed cognitive needs are interested and actively looking for opportunities to enrich their
knowledge and skills. Early Years leaders and parents play
an important role in helping children to achieve this. Their
task is to organize children’s play and activities that stimulate their natural curiosity.
It can be helpful to:
■ adjust the pace of work
■ enable the creative self-resolution of problems
■ motivate children to keep themselves occupied
■ encourage children and parents to use a range of activities outside the setting
■ participate in various competitions, performances, etc.
If the child’s basic emotional needs are met, then the focus can be on developing in gifted and talented children
the ability to:
■ wait for rewards
■ adhere to group norms
■ respond appropriately to situations
■ work as a team
■ understand the emotional state of others and be willing
to help others
■ deal with stress and negative emotions.
Social needs manifest themselves above all in the desire to
belong to a particular group. Gifted and talented children
can sometimes feel ‘different’ and alienated from a group.
At times, being discouraged can have a destructive effect
on a capable child. To understand the needs of a gifted and
talented child you need to take into account his/her intellectual and non-intellectual personality traits.

Suggestions for working
with a gifted and talented child
Early Years leaders are able to play an important role in working with a child who, using appropriate methods, is able to
develop his aptitudes. Using research results, Early Years practitioners select the working methods most appropriate to
the interests of the child, which can differ both qualitatively and in terms of frequency of use. For children who have
the early ability to recognize letters and express the desire
to learn reading and writing, the following may be helpful:
■ Gottodydactic method is based on play. This is especially important in Early Years, where learning is largely done
through fun. Initially, the child learns the letters of the alphabet plus the phonic sound. When s/he has mastered
this, s/he then goes on to connect the syllables learnt.
Using this method to learn to read means that writing
can be learnt simultaneously.
■ The early years literacy method – the starting point is
to use the child’s own name as the first written word that
they learn. It helps the child to understand that it can be
written and read alone.
■ The Glenn Doman's Method – the basis for this is that
the whole word is written on the board and shown to the
child at the same time as being spoken, thus providing
visual-auditory stimulus. A child with language proficiency not only learns the letters, but also develops auditory
and perceptual skills.
■ From song to letter – the good starts method , which,
thanks to the system of specific exercises, stimulates the
child’s motor skills and perception. This method focuses on three important skills: visual, auditory and motor.
It also teaches the ability to reason and manipulate abstract symbols. Exercises can be divided into: motor, motor-auditory, and motor-auditory-visual.
Among other approaches to help teachers working with
a gifted and talented child, one can point to:
■ Project or topic approach – in which a child or group
of children carry out in-depth research on an important
topic from their life. This method is intended to meet the
needs of the child, including cognitive needs. It is more
effective if the child chooses the topic to be researched.
An important role is played by the teacher, who should
properly guide the child.
■ Environmental approach, in which educational activity
is designed that involves the child experiencing contact
with their immediate social and physical environment.
The teacher who delivers it must bear in mind four basic
elements to achieve the intended effect:

– the goal of the child’s discovery
– the starting point
– situation and material conditions
– when and where to apply this approach.
■ Pedagogy of play - this approach engages the child emotionally, stimulating them to creative action and use of
all the creative activities dormant in the child. It includes
several types of play to fulfill a specific goal.
■ Carl Orff’s method - this is a method of musical education and serves to develop the child’s personality. It is
based on the free expression of the child and their creativity.
We must remember that working with a capable child should
be systematic and tailored to individual needs. Only then
does it promote the development of the abilities that are
embedded in the child.

Suggestions for exercises
and play with a gifted
and talented child
A teacher working with a gifted and talented child must have
knowledge of the range of activities that can be used in the
classroom. Below are some interesting games that may be
useful in working with gifted and talented young children
Linguistic and intellectual abilities:
■ ‘Create it yourself’ - the teacher gives the child a short,
two or three-word title. The task of the child is to create
their own story to build upon the title.
■ ‘Alternative ending’ - the task of the child is to create a different ending to stories that are already well known to
him/her. First, the teacher reads the children’s favorite
story and then asks them for an alternative ending.
■ ‘Guess the guesswork’ - solving puzzles previously prepared by the teacher. Remember to prepare puzzles that
meet the needs of a gifted and talented child.
In addition:
■ allow the child to use encyclopedias, popular science
books and dictionaries
■ allow the child to read his / her own books during leisure
or group activities.

Musical abilities
For children’s musical ability to move in the right direction,
you can:
■ meet with respected musicians
■ organize a setting choir

■ encourage children to develop tunes for short texts
■ organize a dance group in the setting
■ work with children to create music using everyday ob-

jects.

Artistic abilities
For the full development of artistic abilities the child should
be provided with access to a variety of materials. The gradual
deepening of the child’s knowledge of painting techniques,
various backgrounds and materials enhances their ability to
create new things. In the development of the child’s artisitc
nature, the following are of particular importance:
■ allowing the child to use various materals such as paints,
pastels, crayons, charcoal, salt and paper, gypsum, etc.
■ allowing painting on various different objects and materials
■ encouraging children to create portfolios of their own
artwork
■ building family trees
■ sculpting using different materials.

Mathematical abilities
Developing the mathematical ability of a young child can
be a challenging task for Early Years staff, as numbers can
be new territory to children.
In working with a gifted and talented mathematician, a teacher can use simple exercises:
■ creating a board game with simple numerary tasks. The
child along with the teacher plays on the prepared board,
where there are so-called ’penalties’ with hidden mathematical puzzles (adapted to the skills and needs of a capable child).
■ shopping can be a fun way to introduce a child to the
value of money. This may involve a board game with
various items that you can buy, with the teacher as the
seller and the child as buyer. The price of each item on
the board is covered and the child determines how
much s/he can pay for each item. Once the price has
been fixed, the teacher uncovers the price on the board
and the child estimates whether the price they set is
higher or lower than the one on the board. The child
then pays for the item. This exercise teaches the child
the value of money and the child learns to differentiate in terms of value. The teacher must keep prices to
within the child’s ability.
■ Jointly make a clock with the child, then define the hours
and the various time intervals, along with their understanding and feeling.

